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Abstract  Original Research Article 
 

The clique tree expresses dependencies in a high dimensional attribute space and can be used to make probabilistic 

inferences about data. For the high dimensional data analysis problem, the joint probability distribution is constructed 

by using the clique tree structure; a joint probability distribution in a high dimensional space can be decomposed into a 

product of lower dimensional probabilities. Within low dimensional spaces, the data is more concentrated and a 

probability distribution can be successfully derived.  
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INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, Probabilistic graph models are widely used in many fields such as medical diagnosis, fault 

diagnosis, gene and chromosome data analysis, communication and coding. In the probability graph model, the clique 

tree structure is an active research field. The clique tree structure has been successfully applied in transportation [1], fault 

diagnosis [2] and many other fields. Research about clique trees in literature has generally focused on inference 

algorithms as well as building of clique trees with a narrow width for fast inference. For instance, clique tree based 

inference is discussed in [3] and [4].The clique tree approach is analogous to density estimation for numerical domains, 

but is more general as it can be used to infer probabilities of both numerical and categorical data. In high dimensional 

data sets, there is generally insufficient data from which to characterize probabilities; the available data points are spread 

too thinly over a very large space of possible attribute combinations., However, if it is known that some subsets of the 

variables are independent from other subsets of variables, a joint probability distribution in a high dimensional space can 

be decomposed into a product of lower dimensional probabilities [5,6].In order to construct a clique tree, we need to find 

a maximal clique in the network. The most commonly used search algorithm in the maximal clique is the Bron-Kerbosh 

(BK) algorithm [7], which is recursive. Applying to sparse graphs leads to an increase in recursive trees and affects 

computation time. We use a maximal clique search algorithm to determine all the maximal cliques in a network, and then 

construct a clique tree structure through the maximal clique The clique tree expresses dependencies in a high dimensional 

attribute space,a joint probability distribution in a high dimensional space can be decomposed into a product of lower 

dimensional probabilities. 

 

Preliminaries 

Definition 1 ),( EVG  represents an undirected graph [7], whereV is the set of vertices and VVE  represents 

the corresponding set of edges.  

 

Definition 2 A complete subgraph of G is called a clique, If a clique is not included by any other clique, the clique is 

called the maximal clique of G . 

 

Definition 3 Let T  be a clique tree over a set of factors  . We denote by TV  the vertices of T  and by T  its running 

edges. We say that T has the running intersection property if, whenever there is a variable X  such intersection property 

that iCX  and jCX   , then X  is also in every clique in the (unique) path in T between iC and jC . 
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Definition 4 Let be a set of factors over  . A clique tree over that satisfies the running intersection property clique 

tree is called a clique tree (sometimes also called a junction tree or a join tree). In the case of a clique tree, the cliques are 

also called cliques. 

 

Definition 5 The joint probability distribution on the set of random variables },...,,{ 21 nXXXX  is denoted by

),...,,( 21 nXXXP . 

 

Constructing a Clique Tree 

      Generally, we construct a clique tree by finding all the maximal cliques in the network.So first we should find 

out the maximal clique in the network.Learning through probability graph models and graph theory,we can use a search 

algorithm for maximal cliques in the network.The algorithm steps are as follows: 

 

Algorithm 1 

    Input: Undirected graph ),( EVG  ,WhereV is the set of vertices and E is the set of edges. 

 

      Output: Collection of maximal cliques M . 

 

Begin 

Step 1 make VV min ,Which minV represents the maximal clique with the fewest number of nodes; 

 

Step 2 If there is no edge between the point a  in the vertex setV  and the point outside, we should delete the 

point, otherwise wo should leave the point; 

 

Step 3  If there are two endpoints a , b of one edge bae ,  in E , and edges pae , , pbe , exist at a point p other than 

vertex setV , then edge bae ,  is preserved, otherwise edge bae ,  is deleted. 

 

Step 4 If the network after the deletion becomes an empty graph, we can execute Step 5；Otherwise, we should 

execute Step 1 to Step 4 until the network becomes empty, and Step 5 is executed. 

 

Step 5 Output M Algorithm 1 is described by running the procedure of Algorithm 1 through Concrete Example. 

The graph model structure with twelve random variables is shown in Figure 1[8]. 

 

 
Fig-1: The graph with 12 random variables 

 

 
Fig-2 

 

In Figure 1, each node represents a related variable, and the edge between nodes represents the correlation 

between two nodes. Because the algorithm is mainly applied to the network structure, we do not explain the meaning of 

the node specific representation. 
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The process of algorithm 1 for Figure 1,We can get a clique clique of ),(1 jiM through Step 1.,The edge set

}{ , jieE   and the vertex set },{ jiV  are contained in the clique 1M ；We can execute Step 2 and get the point j ,we 

need to delete the point j ;We can execute Step3 and get the edge jie , ,we need to delete the edge jie , .Finally,We can get 

a new network graph as shown in Figure 2. 

 

Looking at Figure 2, we should Step 4,because Figure 2 is not an empty graph, so we need to execute Step 1 to 

Step 4.We can get a clique clique ),(2 keM  of through Step 1 in Figure 2.,The edge set }{ ,keeE  and the vertex set 

},{ keV  are contained in the clique 2M ；We can execute Step 2 and get the point k ,we need to delete the point k

;We can execute Step3 and get the edge kee , ,we need to delete the edge kee , .Finally,We can get a new network graph as 

shown in Figure3. 

 

 
Fig-3 

 

 
Fig-4 

 

Looking at Figure 3, we should Step 4,because Figure 3 is not an empty graph, so we need to execute Step 1 to 

Step 4.We can get a clique clique ),,(3 ihgM  of through Step 1 in Figure 2.,The edge set },,{ ,,, igihhg eeeE  and the 

vertex set },,{ ihgV  are contained in the clique 3M ；We can execute Step 2 and get the point h ,we need to delete 

the point h ;We can execute Step3 and get the edge ihhg ee ,, , ,we need to delete the edge ihhg ee ,, , .Finally,We can get a 

new network graph as shown in Figure 4. 

 

 
Fig-5 
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Fig-6 

 

Looking at Figure 4, we should Step 4,because Figure 3 is not an empty graph, so we need to execute Step 1 to 

Step 4.We can get a clique clique ),,(4 ilgM  of through Step 1 in Figure 2.,The edge set },,{ ,,, igillg eeeE  and the 

vertex set },,{ ilgV  are contained in the clique 4M ；We can execute Step 2 and get the point i ,we need to delete the 

point i ;We can execute Step3 and get the edge ilig ee ,, , ,we need to delete the edge ilig ee ,, , .Finally, We can get a new 

network graph as shown in Figure5. 

 

Repeat the above steps, the graphic changes during the execution of the algorithm are as shown in Figure 5, 

Figure 6 and Figure 7. The maximal clique ),,(5 elgM 、 ),,(6 fecM and ),,,(7 edcbM   are obtained in turn, and 

then Figure 8 is obtained.   

 

 
Fig-7 

 

 
Fig-8 

 

Perform Step 4 on Figure 8, because Figure 8 is not an empty graph, so we need to execute the algorithm.,we 

can get a maximal clique ),,,(8  dcbaM .We need to delete the point  dcba ,,,  and the edge

dbcaaddccbba eeeeee ,,,,,, ,,,,, .Because we get an empty figure,so execute Step5 and get the maximal clique combination 

},,,,,,,{ 87654321 MMMMMMMMM  of the network in Figure 1.  

 

In order to form a clique graph, to form a clique graph, the maximal cliques of the input graph become the nodes 

of the clique graph. Two clique graph nodes are linked if the cliques have at least one underlying node in common. For 

instance, in the graph in Figure 9(a), the node set },,{ dba is a maximal clique, and therefore },,{ dba becomes a 

node in the clique graph. Find all the maximal cliques in Figure9 (a) by algorithm 1, and then construct the clique tree 

structure according to the maximal clique. The network structure of Figure 9(b) is a clique tree of the network of Figure 9 

(a), in which the ellipse in Figure 9 (b) represents a maximal clique and the rectangle represents the separator set. 

 
Fig-9(a)                                                         Fig-9(b) 
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Lastly, we can construct the clique tree of Figure 1, and the resulting clique tree is shown in Figure 10. 

 

 
Fig-10: Clique structure constructed according to the network of Figure1 

 

Joint probability distribution 

By constructing a clique tree, the derived probability model is easily read from the clique tree. For any data 

point ),,,,,( fedcba in Figure 9(a), its probability is given by the product of the probabilities within subspaces 

corresponding to maximal cliques, divided by the probabilities of the subspaces given by the separator sets:  

 

)(),()(

),(),,(),,(),(
),,,,,(

dPdbPaP

dePfdbPdbaPcaP
fedcbaP

  
                         （1） 

      

   Similarly, we can also derive the probability of any data point ),,,,,,,,,,,( lkjihgfedcba  in Figure 1 as: 

 

)()()(),(),(),(),,(

)()()()()()()()(
),,,,,,,,,,,( 87654321

ePePiPigPlgPecPdcbP

MPMPMPMPMPMPMPMP
lkjihgfedcbaP

    
    

 

Some of the benefits of this probability decomposition are immediately clear from its structure. First, the right 

side of equation (1) contains only lower dimensionality probabilities. The lower dimensional probabilities can be more 

reasonably inferred from available data, which addresses the problem of data sparsity and the curse of dimensionality.  

 

CONCLUSION 

The clique tree method decomposes the joint probability distribution into a joint probability distribution in the 

lower dimension. By using the low-dimensional subspace, the probability model overcomes the problem of data 

sparseness. With the in-depth study of the clique tree problem, the application of the clique tree will be more extensive. 
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